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A CUNNING LEFT
HANDER LEFT THE

YOUNGSTERS
STANDING

solutions as difficult. But as a
counter-clue: Eric was also to
the fore. Indeed, as the RA
noted, the first three up
Hydon’s Ball were your scribe,
The Retard, and der Schwanz;
a fat lot of good that did us...
We solved the check, followed
flour faithfully, and found a
dozen or more hounds ahead
of us hightailing it for home.

When we were in, Hans’s
GPS said we had run 5 and a bit
miles in 1hr 40mins. Which
gives us an average speed of
3mph, a mildly brisk walking
pace; somehow this feels
implausible. All right, the
checks were ingenious and
varied; but if you go charging
up and down looking for flour,
surely that counts as distance
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correctly - that we would climb
the Ball. Little enough
percipience in that you may
say; we always climb the Ball
when we visit the Merry
Harriers. (That signpost needs
re-painting; but at least it
shows that following a hunt
trail is done on foot). TO’s
amazon re-appeared early in
the trail, astonishing us all by
her courtesy; only Piercy
perceived that her remarks
were ironic. Apparently it is
the bizarre practice for local
riders to sweep up sawdust
trails; somehow the mind
boggles. How? On horseback?
Why?

Well now, you will all receive
a free T-shirt soon - it is hoped

done? Arfur was right to give
Hans a down-down for his
use of such an instrument. As
in effect a bystander, this was
the sum of her talk; TO was
called in to do the rest. He
awarded the returner Charlie a
drink; now, this worthy
believes that in his day hash
handles were almost
unknown, and that he never
had one. He now becomes
Golden Balls, as follows: (a)
for the design on the mini-
skirt he was hashing in (b) in
reference to the shape and
colour of his cranium (c) in
honour of Hydon’s Ball, and
(d) because, unlike Ardon P,
he really is in the same league
as Atalanta. FRB got a drink
for predicting - too soon, but

at the Japanese hash on 3rd
August - which you are to
wear not for hashing but at
work or when shoppping or
on any other occasion you
appear in public, to publicise
the great 1500th event in the
New Year.

The design was selected
by the GM, blind from the
set of entries; the winner is
too modest or too diffident
for me publish the name...(Or
put in other terms, who
would wish to boast of a
design which appealed to
our GM blind?)

You will not find the ad for
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream overleaf;  Thursday
31st July at 7 pm. 01372
454907

In the play “A Resounding
Tinkle” the characters are
waiting for a visit from Uncle
George. There is a punctual
knock and in comes a beautiful
woman. “Oh,” they say, “It’s
our Uncle George! You’ve
changed sex”; and then they
get on with their business. In
the same way the hash took in
its stride the metamorphosis of
the Great White Whale into a
female eagle; whether the
excellence of the trail had his
hallmark remains therefore
moot.

A possible clue: many of the
checks were solved by older
hashers, such as Icepyck and
your scribe. Doug the Tub,
not yet in that age group, was
heard to describe the

Back to this report. The
hares have every reason to
feel proud of their trail, but
also to wonder why our
numbers were so low. Where
are you all? In pre-hash days
it was held that humans were
obsessed by sex and by
death; but now that we can
hash, such thinking has
been superseded, we have a
better, a finer obsession,
which we can only enjoy to
the full if all put in an
appearance. Summer
holidays are all very well,
but get in your full stint
before you start!

ON ON      FRB
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Receding Hare Line all at 11 am sharpRun 1476

Date 27-July

Hare Stilton

Venue Westcott

On On Prince of Wales

SSA (Old) 105 2E

OS (187)5144 1487

           HASH 1500TH!!!!!!
First, the dates. You all have them by heart already?
Excellent! But here they are anyway:
January 10th/11th 2004. Clear your desk & your diary!
Venue Ewhurst - in fact, just where we held the ever-
memorable 1000th event.
Cost. Yes, well, that depends on dates and
membership: for SH3, £60 until 1st October, others
£65. Thereafter in £5 increments.
What does that buy you? Lunch on the Saturday, a hash
with choice of trails, the First Circle, dinner, a party and
a dance; accommodation, breakfast and lunch on the
Sunday with the main trails (incl coach - these are A to
B runs), a T-shirt, and unlimited supplies of real ales and
fine wines. If you do some arithmetic you will see that
the true cost is much greater; so, yes, SH3 is using up
half its stock of cash to subsidise the event.

1477 3-Aug Country B/Tako Belle Peaslake

1478 10-Aug Supa/Dissa

1479 17-Aug Dormouse/Portaloo

1480 24-Aug Rainman/G & Tea Leatherhead

1481 31-Aug Tee-Total Birthday Run

1482 07-Sep Called Away

1483 14-Sep FRB/Atalanta Prince’s Coverts

1484 21-Sep Made Marion

1485 28-Sep Ard’on Provocateur

1486 5-Oct Doug the Tub

1487 12-Oct Ear Trumpet et al Montreux

  ROCK AND JAZZ FESTIVAL! SUNDAY 27TH JULY ON THE
CRANLEIGH SHOWGROUND AT PARKHOUSE FARM OFF
BARHATCH ROAD AND BOOKHURST ROAD, CRANLEIGH.
£5 adults, children free in advance from the Cranleigh
Village Hospital Trust Shop or on the day at the gates.
Seven local bands including Sticky Bun, Deploy, Hissing
Sid, More and Jimmy and the Jazzes - Jimmy Beecroft's
band.Loads of attractions, refreshments, bar. The event
formerly held at the Little Park Hatch pub nearby. Bigger
venue - more people.
This event is held as a fundraiser for the Cranleigh
Village Hospital, so please come and have an enjoyable
day and help raise funds.

Vineyard Hash Switzerland 10 to 12th October 2003.
Names to Ear Trumpet; or p.j.hughes@bigfoot.com

Directions:
From Dorking take A25 towards Gomshall/Shere.  Enter
Westcott village approx. 1.5 miles from Dorking.  Prince of
Wales is on right.  From Guildford on A25, pub is on left
approx 1.5 miles after Wotton Hatch pub.  Car park is  behind
pub (down slope).  Park tightly at end of car park, using
grassed area first !)


